
Stable ECONOMICS for coming Climate Wartime Regime. 2018/02.25

⑴Finance View<Substantially Zero Debt-Bond Stable Society by Al Qur’an teach>.
This is ideal society of zero debt-bond even with enabling society evolution.

Society without Bankruptcy(Substantially Zero Debt-Bond Society⑶ in finance is

Possible by tax on surplus(bond)holder and national subsidy for final consumer(debtor)).

This may be supreme teach of devotional ideology in economics to accomplish 0 debt-bond

society.By above teach,surplus must be tax which turn to payment for final debtor.

Society Evolution(economic growing=new demand generating by consumer(final buyer)is to

cause new investment for maker-seller)never fail increasing both debt and bond by equality.

However those can be canceled with each other by subsidy and by taxation on surplus.
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In this meaning,bank must be national organization,but not private one.

⑵BASIC INCOME:.
Note in above,scheme,needs call could be “basic income” the constant annual subsidy to all

national people without any condition”.Then tax is the total surplus at end of fiscal year due

to buying by the subsidy at stating fiscal year .

⑶Advanced Stable Debt Society<progressive taxation on surplus>.
Full zero debt-bond society may be ideal,but actuality demand financial affordability of

possessing deposit(bond)by certain degree.Nothing money at end of fiscal year is trouble in

actual economic activity.Then nation people could have deposit by certain degree,of which

total sum must be debt of national bank as upper limited by view of not causing

inflation.Then the interest must be progressive negative one to decrease the debt.

And they ask you what they should spend. Say, "The excess [beyond needs]."
........Al Qur’an Cow 2-219.

0＝Total Bonds－Total Debts－<Zero Sum Theorem in Finance>.

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Left fig is concept of complete zero debt
bond society by taxation for total surplus
(bond holder)and subsidy to total debt final

consumer.In this society,having money is

to lose past concept of wealth by anymore.

All people could be rich in goods,but be

poor without deposit.
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